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Good Wednesday Morning, The Feast of All Souls,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1700:

—

[Facebook] Post number 1700 since I started indexing them!

It is interesting that this occasion finds me unable to post this there,
given the 6 day suspension I am under for the post who's SubStack
version containing what was found 'bullying' and so excused the
censorship is here - Post, Post, Multiverse Journal - Index
Number 1698:, October 31th, 2022, Monday Morning, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1698

Archived: https://archive.ph/YbxaZ

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/YbxaZ


-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/fosgqgfvfn50jqd
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201698
%20%2C%20October%2031th%2C%202022
%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1698 , October 31th,
2022, Monday Morning
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—

—

.. and I Praise God for it.

As mentioned yesterday in post (see PostScript for URLs) that it
viewed through the lens of God's Will, and so a good question
would be 'Why?' and many answers surface on how such could be
Beneficial and a Stepping Stone towards God .. the least not being
that those who have become regular readers and who find value
will be deprived by a #FreedomToHear interfering force that is Tax
and Publicly supported – as all in Western Society are, that the
question as to what is the real reason for the censorship – and so in
such an action actually suggest there is Value and Truth those in
power; Satanic and Secular; Church [Synagogue] of Satan, Gov,
using corpDragons for evil - that do not want exposed.

Often people gauge and get a 'feel' for a person and-or group by
who they spend time with and support. A variation of this is gauging
them by those that oppose them and their goals.

After review of that post – is there anyone older the say 14.5 years
old that would not benefit in most of the information in that post –
especially if another Rational person who knows my writings and
such was to guide them, and if such a person was not at hand to
answer questions – the benefit of hearing things that makes them
wonder at certain aspects .. or exposure to ideas.

.. like the fact that the Catholic Churches Leadership acting overtly

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fosgqgfvfn50jqd


evil CAN be used to Evangelize internal and external to the Body of
Christ, that if well managed by those who are aligned against Satan
and those Worldly aspects She pushes – the Spread of Female-
Evil; unTruth, inJustice, disOrder in disHonorable slimy ways –
silencing those they oppose – poisoning the well so no fair
judgments may be possible or likely, using Power Against Truth,
using others who have been Damaged and-or twisted as abusers
and 'Brown-Shirts' pushing active Silencing and willing to use
institutional and physical violence, etc.

And exposure of these from much of Vatican Leadership and - if
well managed – Corrected with perhaps, perhaps a furthering
towards some of all of the goals applied can ReCenter the Vatican
as the Center of the Rational, Cultural, Religious, .. Secular World
based on Merit and Virtue – that with the concept of the Abrahamic
World Court System supported by any and all God Fearing person,
even those who are not Christian, Muslim, Jewish Sects because
who could argue against the #10Commandments locally applied,
and if they do – would it be good to know to warn everyone of the
kind of twisted Sad Demonically Oppressed Horrors they and likely
all the older women in there family are – bent on and pushing
aspects and Sins - unTruth, inJustice, disOrder for Evil Profits.

And given the Application as a Court where Laws are Judged and
Ruled on – and applied that it never can be illegal for a Law to
restrict Freedom of Religion – to Honor and Serve The Father, The
Trinity, Allah, Buddha, those Hindi Gods,...

—

And with my Model of the Holy, even those who are Scientificism
Religion may be pushed to work on how each and ultimately all the
major Religions have some Truth, and work on which work best to
bring about a Full Picture of the [Holy] Human Being, and as such
those Real Atheists not only pretending – and really are Satanists
and anti-Logos – may Serve God by applying and aiding in the
Apologetics, perhaps given a sub-Department in a Vatican College
of Apologetics, .. and the 10 Commandments would not go against
what most Rational people can think is important in limiting and
shaping Society.

—

I could go on – but what person 14.5 years older or older would not
benefit from these concepts and ideas? And with parental and
mentor shaping that those 8 and older can be given most in some
form of other.

And my warnings about the Soul Sickening of Womanhood –
clearly I am making a Statement that is not only clearly True, but
makes sense – if you raise a child to think it is okay to torture to
death an animal for profit, convince, fun, .. that once you become
physically adult you could go out and actively purchase a puppy or
kitten and then rip them limb-from-limb on a whim, clearly that is
Sick and produces Sick society if it was wide spread, and instead of



an animal but a person like they and us are ... what but a
Demonically Oppressed person who has Lost Rational Thought
related to this would have a problem understanding such.

And pointing our that such a society that has a sub-group given
such power [and all the rest conditioning to accept] over
generations turns into a society where – to those of us who struggle
for Truth, Justice, Order – they may be seen a filled with and
ejecting in all direction Poisonous Vomit – especially as a parent
directly into the open being of what children are not tortured-to-
death and allowed to live .. like a baby-bird and the mother [and
twisted Dog-male 'fathers'] vomiting down there throat. To be
followed by Media, Teachers, ...

AND the concept of Demonic Oppression. The example of Big
Mustache Man (God Bless him!) is Recursively display and
instructing in a mostly Scientifical Religious way the Demons
Control of his and most all our minds, generations of Poison of
Feminist ideas of seeing and being blinded to things that any
Rational person would disregard and go instead to work on some
more useful – using what talent and resources towards Truth,
Justice, Order, Goodness and such.

—

So the Witches at Facebook – the 'Bullying' – do you imagine it is
because I used to offensive language – in Shock Value .. unable to
Slap there Faces like you might be forced to do to an person in
extreme panic and distress acting insanely and threading the lives
of themselves and all us? Was it too effective and using 'VagFeelie-
hurting' Testicle speech so many Demons are Triggered by .. when
breaking through the mental enSlavement they hold?

—

Perhaps it was instead-also the differentiation of Zionist of all types
and religious background, actual practicing Abrahamic Jews, ethnic
Jews, and Satanic Venture Capitalist Golden Calf Satan
worshiper's, Witches, and the like .. and like the issues I discuss
about modern Western Womanhood comparing to a few
generations ago (before 1960's), and any particular woman and-or
person.

Those the have been actively retarding and twisting us in mass in
the West want us to not be able to discuss the issues Satan is
using to destroy our societies, institutions, and souls, .. by Crippling
Rational Thought in many ways, by encouraging and rewarding any
who can not hear 'Chinese peoples are shorter then the European
peoples' and screech insanely that since they once saw a taller
then normal Chinese Person that such a statement is Wrong and
those who say of think such is racist (or whatever), and so fill all our
minds and thoughts with Their Demon that screeches in a mothers-
voice 'PeopleKind' and 'punch your own testicles and stop
thinking(!)' because you are starting to realize that womanhood as a
group are very Sick and the reason is clear, or you understand that



filling up every statement of clear fact with 5 or 6 conditional
statements such as acknowledgment that murdering enslaving
warring thieving .. savages once live where you standing and such
in every statement – AND THOUGHT .. to people who are so
twisted and busy distracted by own Demon(s) and cell-phone that
you can not hold there attention.

—

The Facebook ban for 6 days is interesting. The first and relatively
recent one was for 3 days – and that was extended an extra day for
no clear reason or statement besides the fact of it .. so 'on-paper' it
was 3 days .. now 6 days.

I happen to know that if you want to Form A Habit (or break on) the
old expression is to 'do it 6 times [in a row]' and likely there is
actual research on this that the Witches are using.

.. my suggestion and wondering is this number is significant (and
likely will be extended as was before) with the Specific reason to
break regular readers of the habit or finding my Posts and reading
them – to be replaces with something – little doubt FB will suggest
– that enforces and shapes the Demon they have created in most
users minds – the Crack-Head Granny-in-law that sits around our
minds and screeches and pisses Herself when ever you hear or
think something she does not like, and while you sleep works on
cutting your tongue and testicle off.

Like YouTube – how many Content Creators have Modeled such a
Demon because they do not want to be Banned, or there work
removed and destroyed?

.. the fact that it is stochastic (randomly) applied forces the
Conditioning Victim to always be more conservative and less away
from the Witches previously indoctrinating position.

So instead of challenging more the insanity aspects of .. the
Genociding evil-Poisoning Injections and the warped Western Wide
inJustice and evils – you do More of the 'cat-video' version, and
avoid much more then might be fine – but you do not know.

This point is related to the general question you need to ask
yourself - do you think such clearly connected science of group and
people brain-washing [Modification] is not a Clear Goal and Tool,
that even the overtly broad applied '230 Immunity' Laws were
allowed to stand long enough to warp another half or some set
percentage of those not completely mind-F-ed yet, and the
coordination through corpDragons clearly is not limited to a single
gov, or a single corpDragon, but have a coordinating Center in what
I argue is a 'Super-Secrete' Super-CorpDragon that owns and
controls all those other Institutions and Governments and has been
extending it's evil grip through them -along with Banking, Education,
.., courts, Administrative States throughout West, NGOs .. down to
most everyone's lives in so many ways – you might work for a small
company – but that company can easily be destroyed – IRS,



Banking, Gov Regulations (OHSA) or a million others, and those
who own and lively hoods might be easily 'talked into' finding
someone else then you, and-or having some awareness of such –
the owner would never have hired you because your have ideas ..
and express them .. not the faceless Mask-covered Poisonous
injection taking baby-murder, child soul-sexual-mind mutilating
supporter.

—

And wonder with me when you review or recall that post that
'Triggered' Facebook Satanic Silencing – which aspects 'crossed
the line' for them.

—

—

Okay – sadly I got side-tracked on that topic, and wanted to bring
up a different number other then the Synagogue of Satan's use of 6
days of silence to break at least half the regular readers pattern,
and that would have likely been following a pre-planned sequence
which will remove me at some point soon, and shedding half and
then half again will make me disappear more smoothly ..

.. Yesterday's All Saints Day biblical reading was about the 12
tribes of Israel and the 144,000 members that were Saved. 144,000
is 12*12*1000 of course – and each of the 12 tribes have that many
– and I are reminded of to double circle of 12 (24 total) Kings
(Masters) around The Son of God's Thrown, and how it is likely that
the 12*12*1000 might be that in each Masters' Village of 72 Virgins
– each Man might Host 12 Villages of 72 Virgins .. with Jacob
Ladder Levels out to 1000, or similar.

That the numbers clearly are Significant in such a way, and should
be considered in terms of Holy Neural Network of the Lion
construction – those 144,000 are the Top most Just and Righteous
(sub)Masters.

—

Some things to consider. I will be.

—

—

May this be a Blessing on you and us all. [And all our Futures,
and future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

—

—

I am getting those Facebook messages that I must super-duper
protect my Account – I have 3 days left - and you might recall not
having a cell-phone I tried – purchased 2 separate special USB
keys which Facebook could not access for some reason (why I got



the 2nd) something which cost me over $100 and I see are
gathering dust – wasting a lot of time and concern – the concern is
back – will this be how they cut-me-off, not some clear Banning but
some kind of passive-Aggressive soul-murdering joy-killing Female-
Evil Slimy [modern Western] women-like vomit?

A Typical Burlington Vermont Witch-evil filled woman-like feces?

-

.. which reminds me – I saw a clip of some woman political cnt
arguing that Censoring was not as horrible as gun violence. I
wondered if – like the 'wage-gap' Witch vomit that will not die, is
that Witch retarded or being evil – The Sword and Shield of Truth is
clearly and Rightly more scary to such minions of Satan.

—

If you interested in appealing my Censorship of Post(s) and
Suspension you can until Nov 16, 2022 using Reference Number
FB-SXBJYY6Q to their Oversight Board. That you feel damaged by
them because they are interfering with your Freedom To Hear
other's Speech, needlessly because only those who want to read
my work do, and they are taking away that from you, many others
today in Future, etc. - for example.

Such from others would have a much greater impact then some
easily dismissive as 'my Pride is hurt by our meanness' they will
use to filter anything I write, as Female-Evil Demonic Filled twisted
cnts do around us all the time.

—

And I linked the latest full Facebook archive that includes us to 31
October 2022 down below – those not censored. I am in the
process of unZipping it locally to see if the last Censored post is in
it as I requested the archive before the notice of censoring and
suspension came to me – if so, then next month is should be gone
from the Archive (for some reason – you know they have those still,
they are unacceptable by users is all.)

[Later: Not included - they removed that post before making the



Archive, unfortunately.]

—

And here is what I came across yesterday for us to consider., ..

—

—

—

I have found on YouTube and have been listening too (now
finished) the novel 'True Grit', ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_Grit_(novel)

Archived: https://archive.ph/aika0

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/hpm27x3go6i0keq
/True%20Grit%20%28novel%29%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

.. and the writing is really clean and simple – and was a perfect
choice for a screen-play – many scenes from the 1969 movie were
taken directly from the book, and done well.

I found that I have mostly finished it – and now I must purchase it!

Imagine a society where such was possible for all related digital
things – there they are, you check them out – anyone does – and if
we want it or use it enough and decide it only fair – you buy it.

No weird copy protection bastardy like the corpDragon owned by
Amazon I buy and that hold all the purchased has – and I can not
download because the downloaded application has been
'upgraded' and does not work on my older Windows OS – the old
one that worked no longer does.

So, when I find an audiobook that I like enough and have the
alternate CopyProtection defeated – I must THEN purchase it from
the retarded bastard corpDragon for the crippled version.

F-ing insane cntHell.

—

—

—

Removing the Standard that our Western Christian Society was
based and brought such Excellence to the world – hands and
shoulders above the rest – but a Threat to Satan and the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_Grit_(novel)
https://archive.ph/aika0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/hpm27x3go6i0keq


destruction is clearly the goal – with Genocide and evil as the
intent., ..

-

“Tucker Carlson: Isn't this supposed to be a meritocracy?”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/_T9GwpuAKIg

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

2nd more detailed look at the information in that Article (article
posted yesterday, see PostScript for URLs), ..

-

“Leaked DHS Documents Prove the CIA and FBI Had Meetings
with Big Tech on What to Censor”

by The Red Elephants - Vincent James

https://www.bitchute.com/video/mvZuuBtv6vqp

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

https://youtu.be/_T9GwpuAKIg
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mvZuuBtv6vqp


Interesting that at least some Judges are still following the
Concepts of the Law – perhaps when it is so clearly evil not too.

You and I would never see such a Judge and have the resources to
get to that point. It is a Pay-to-Play system which few of us could
ever afford, and even still – for many they are Actively Agents of
evil., ..

-

“Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press' Filing
Destroys Government Argument in Veritas Case”

by Project Veritas Project Veritas Project Veritas

https://youtu.be/rcytKIxv_WQ

https://www.facebook.com/ProjectVeritas/videos/444817921046187

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rcytKIxv_WQ

—

—

—

One I include because of some general information and comment,
not significant but support for Mark and his work.

-

“Joe Biden Gets a Surprise When He Tries To Vote In the
Midterm Election Early ?”

by Mark Dice Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/AtRZFIqV3gE

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AtRZFIqV3gE

{DropBox saved}

https://youtu.be/rcytKIxv_WQ
https://www.facebook.com/ProjectVeritas/videos/444817921046187
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rcytKIxv_WQ
https://youtu.be/AtRZFIqV3gE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AtRZFIqV3gE


—

—

—

Another example of a UK'ers good sense. This is going on
everywhere – do not get bogged down on the 'not in my backyard'
belief – you are wrong if you dismiss such – we are seeing busing
from the boarder areas to every corner of this country and focusing
where they can on conservative areas to overwhelm and cripple ..
they want us all to look like Philly or Chicago inner city. Crippling
poverty, crime, rape, violence, murder.

I went with a friend last night after Mass to grab a sandwich in
breaking fast, and the women and child behind us in line was a
black women in some different culture outfit and I smiles and
politely said hello and she glared at me, another local one that
walks by where I sit many days ignore me (although her child does
not) so I suggested she must not speak English after the 3 rd(?)
time loud enough for her to hear and she responded that she did
speak English, .. so was intentionally being unfriendly and even
rude.

Okay .. Okay – last night after that I discussed with my friend of
how the intentional destruction of civil manners and friendly co-
existence has been destroyed – even natives who are around such,
or being younger and likely fatherless raised by male-hating vile
vicious Poison-Vomit filled mothers and teachers unable to respond
in a civil manner is clearly the Result – and likely the goal – and
without any Threat which has always been behind being a good
neighbor or co-working man – the punch in the face which I miss
the constant threat of – the vile Female-Evil filled court systems and
every F-ing cnt women empowered to screech in your face over
things like not wearing a face-mask ..

.. it is weird that one could realize that when not under the threat of
Loving Correction, that even the locals turn into the kind of people
who likely would burn you alive for Saturday entertainment if they
could.

#TaserDuels! I want to risk Dying of heart attack enforcing the 'be
Polite or I might kick your F-ing teeth-in, cnt!' old days.

.. F-you if that upsets your VagFeelies, you putrid Demonic-filled
cnts!, ..

-

“The Dover Crisis And The Great Serco Grift”

by Morgoth's Review Morgoth's Review Morgoth's Review

https://youtu.be/zD_WI11SLjU

https://odysee.com/@MorgothReviews:5/the-dover-crisis-and-the-
great-serco:4

https://youtu.be/zD_WI11SLjU
mailto:https://odysee.com/@MorgothReviews:5/the-dover-crisis-and-the-


https://www.bitchute.com/video/caEpm7cwa9Xq

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

What to say. I have not seem much about this – turned into a
contrived Afghanistan situation where the Culling of the Best men
and father are murdered and the rest are traumatized – for the
Demonic Twisting Globo-Homo child-raping baby-murdering
'modern day' Western lifestyles and values – to reflect our
Womanhood., ..

-

“Ukraine war escalates as diplomacy disappears”

by The Grayzone

https://youtu.be/ACk2HuBposs

{DropBox saved}

—

—

https://www.bitchute.com/video/caEpm7cwa9Xq
https://youtu.be/ACk2HuBposs


—

I have not gotten into this far enough to have anything to write –
except that it might make an interesting Accent to what I have
written before here and other places – will it be a different form of
such thoughts and ideas, or clash and argue [Rationally] against?

.. on-the-side; Is it possible to argue rationally against my
arguments? I would like to hear it if so!

I am wondering., ..

-

“The Crisis in Masculinity | with Fr. Hans Jacobse”

by Jonathan Pageau

https://youtu.be/-bEf2XRNpf4

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

Remember – unless the TV says it is true then it is a 'Conspiracy
Theory' .. At least the Guests is actually not that ridiculous.

What is the connection to IQ, I am waiting for.

—

At what point can we call him a Venture Capital Golden Calf Satan
worshipers' Agent of disInformation?

When; ..

Interesting of his semi-dismissing of the CIA & Drugs into intercity
to destroy black communities, when there are Congressional
Testimony under oath of it's existence. The active destruction of
Black families then those – his Masters – design the destruction of
all the West?

That Jews are not in control over all banks?! Really – we are
suppose to pretend he does not know that a tiny sub-group of a
group that has population of less then 2% are almost exclusive in
all points of power – not only in banking .. what A F-ing evil liar or

https://youtu.be/-bEf2XRNpf4


incompetent .. he so bad at his profession that he is clearly wrong
twice in public examples that cover the Witches goals?!

And .. less sure but easy to check - I understand that Hinesburg
Vermont has a Cat-Litter box in the school bathroom(s)! Might be a
roomer, though.

—

Gad, like Viva, .. are they Favored by YouTube and others Because
they Active and Knowingly Satanic Agent – or a retarded twisted-
from-crib Jewish Tool of Evil that happen to say and bring on evil-
Zionist and evil-Agents of the Golden Calf Satan worshipers' Master
– Satan., ..

-

“My Chat with Dr. Michael Shermer, A Deep Dive Into
Conspiracies (THE SAAD TRUTH_1475)”

by Gad Saad

https://youtu.be/kP5Hmq2fd5c

{DropBox saved}

—

—

—

This older book discussion is good – first half is Spoiler-Free.

I agree that this is the Best first-contact book I have every read or
seen in movie.

Also, the 'thinking speed' was a good point – when I read it I
thought that also. Well reasoned and likely has a lot of truth.

-

Fantastic Book by Andy Weir (sephalon@gmail.com), 'Project Hail
Mary', ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Hail_Mary

Archived: https://archive.ph/ajKXI

https://youtu.be/kP5Hmq2fd5c
mailto:(sephalon@gmail.com),
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Hail_Mary
https://archive.ph/ajKXI


-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tf4vmlnzc1oejo8
/Project%20Hail%20Mary%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

Andy said that the [Plandemic] 'lock-down' caused a slump in his
writing books and other authors he knows had the same issues –
same slump – and suggest it was the interactions and stimulation.

.. I recommend Meditations and getting in touch with the Infinite
Quantum Mind!

-

“Andy Weir's 'Project Hail Mary' - A conversation with science-
fiction author, Andy Weir”

by Triangulation

https://youtu.be/ZHu0o28nhls

{DropBox saved}

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1699

Archived: {to be added}

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tf4vmlnzc1oejo8
https://youtu.be/ZHu0o28nhls
https://stevenwork.substack.com/multiverse-journal-index-


-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/adar89zui5bqatq
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201699
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-

[Facebook Suspension for 6 days]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

[because of the version of https://stevenwork.substack.com
/multiverse-journal-index-number-1698 posted there.]

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434219114146041859

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109269129938080878

Archived: https://archive.ph/Gp1A9

-

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/w46lxhnrxc6crixicjoe4/h

-

November 1st, 2022, Index Number 1699:

—

—

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/w46lxhnrxc6crixicjoe4/h

—

—

https://www.dropbox.com/s/adar89zui5bqatq
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://stevenwork.substack.com
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434219114146041859
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109269129938080878
https://archive.ph/Gp1A9
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31 October
2022), 2 parts; the posts, comments, images, and more that are not
yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%20-%2031%20Oct%202022%202-2.zip

— —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1700

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}

-

[Facebook Suspension for 6 days]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

[because of the version of https://stevenwork.substack.com
/multiverse-journal-index-number-1698 posted there.]

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434588577043320838

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109274875631721577

Archived: {to be added}

-

https://www.dropbox.com/s/209zqi0u79f6q89
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ldif4cxjpdl5uin
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://stevenwork.substack.com
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1434588577043320838
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109274875631721577


DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/1dbgehn8p8ui67k5sf026/h

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo





















